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Warm up: Consider Figure 1 below.

1. Is this an example of a bottle neck or founder effect?

2. What is the frequency of Brown and White seals in figure 1?

3. What is the frequency of Brown and White seals in figure 3?

4. If the B is the allele coding from brown color and b is the allele coding for white, what 

must the genotype of the Brown and White seals be?

Figure 1 Figure 2 Figure 3



Learning goal: To understand how the law of conservation of matter 

supports the big bang theory regarding formation of the universe and 

everything in it. 

Learning scale:

Recommended Student’s self-evaluation: Complete at home or at the 

end of class, use the   4-3-2-1 Learning scale (two to three 

sentences).

Homework: study for quiz 36

1 2 3 4

Know the law of 
conservation of matter 

and the law of 
conservation of energy

Explain how the law of 
conservation of energy 
applies to transfer of 

energy between forms

Apply the law of 
conservation when 

calculating the initial 
versus final energy of a 
system, accounting for 
potential differences 

through transformation.

Apply data and further 
concepts of scientific 
research to discover 

news means to improve 
efficiency in energy 

conversions.
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The Hardy–Weinberg principle says that allele and genotype frequencies in a 

population will remain constant from generation to generation in the absence of 

evolutionary influences, including genetic drift.  Hardy–Weinberg principle describes an 

ideal condition against which the effects of these influences can be analyzed.

In Hardy-Weinberg calculations p = the frequency of the dominate allele and q = the 

frequency of the recessive allele

Kahn Academy: Hardy-Weinberg at 
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/biology/her/heredity-and-genetics/v/hardy-weinberg

1. What three assumption does Hardy-Weinberg make?

2. What do p and q always add up to?

3. What does p2+2pq+q2 equal?

4. How do frequency and probability relate in Hardy-Weinberg?

5. How do you calculate the probability of an individual being homozygous?

6. What does q2 represent?

7. How do you calculate the probability of being heterozygous?

https://www.khanacademy.org/science/biology/her/heredity-and-genetics/v/hardy-weinberg
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Complete the Hardy Weinberg practice problem set

Complete First:

Hardy Weinberg practice 

problems

Complete Second:

Hardy Weinberg vs Evolution

(this will help prepare for 

Quiz 36)


